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Candle - Wikipedia A candle is an ignitable wick embedded in wax, or another flammable solid substance such as tallow, that provides light, and in some cases, a
fragrance. A candle can also provide heat, or be used as a method of keeping time. A person who makes candles is traditionally known as a chandler. Candle |
Definition of Candle by Merriam-Webster Candle definition is - a usually molded or dipped mass of wax or tallow containing a wick that may be burned (as to give
light, heat, or scent or for celebration or votive purposes). How to use candle in a sentence. Candle - definition of candle by The Free Dictionary Define candle.
candle synonyms, candle pronunciation, candle translation, English dictionary definition of candle. n. 1. a. A solid, usually cylindrical mass of tallow, wax, or other
fatty substance with an axially embedded wick that is burned to provide light.

Light a Candle - Gratefulness.org Throughout the world, lighting candles is a sacred ritual. We light a candle for many purposes: to illuminate darkness, dedicate
prayers, solidify intentions, offer blessings, evoke Spirit, and/or to nourish grateful living. 20,965,066 candles have been lit from 194 countries, including 2,800
candles in the last two days. Candle | Define Candle at Dictionary.com Candles on birthday cakes seems to have been originally a German custom. To hold a candle
to originally meant "to help in a subordinate capacity," from the notion of an assistant or apprentice holding a candle for light while the master works. To burn the
candle at both ends is recorded from 1730. World Suicide Prevention Day 2018 - Light a Candle at 8 PM ... You are invited to send your translation of the World
Suicide Prevention Day â€“ Light a Candle Near a Window at 8 PM e-cards or postcards to Light a Candle Translation. Thank you in advance for your kind support.
Here is the text for translation:.

How to Make a Candle Wick - Instructables.com First, cut the string to size. Then, melt the wax and soak the string in it. Finally, take out the string with the pliers
and let the wick cool off. Candle Science & Information | NCA Candle Science. Thereâ€™s a lot of chemistry and physics behind the beauty and light of a candle
flame. In fact, scientists have been fascinated by candles for hundreds of years. What Are Candles Made Of? | Reference.com Modern-day candles are made from a
variety of waxes, including beeswax, gel wax, paraffin and vegetable wax. The wick that burns inside the candle is made from braided cotton.

How To Make Your Own Candles at Home | The Art of Manliness While an interest in candles seems to be more common amongst ladies than men in our modern
age, the making of candles itself is a rather masculine skill that traces back thousands of years. Especially in medieval times, the trade of chandlery (candle making)
was vitally important to kingdoms and villages.
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